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ACRONYMS
ABV

: A Broader View

AIDS

: Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome

FCF

: Faith Children Foundation

FCFS

: Faith Children Foundation School

HIV

: Human Immune-deficient Virus

IGAs

: Income Generating Activities

KACCAD

: Kyosiga Community Christian Association for Development

KRC

: KACCAD Resource Center

KVC

: KACCAD Volunteer Center

NGO

: Non Governmental Organization

OVC

: Orphaned and Vulnerable Children

PHA

: People Living With HIV/AIDS

UWASNET

: Uganda Water and Sanitation NGO Network

WGLO

: With God Little Ones
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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
On behalf of Management and staff of Kyosiga Community Christian Association for
Development I take this opportunity to present to you KACCAD’s Annual Report for the year
2013. The report contains a summary of work done KACCAD in 2013 in all programmatic areas.
It also contains challenges encountered and mitigation measures adopted, and planned
undertakings for the year 2014.
The year 2013 was a very important one as it marked the end of the Strategic Plan, in which case
we plan to develop the next one covering three years. The lessons learnt from the past strategic
plan implementation will be used in developing the next plan. The strategic priorities to be
considered in the next strategic plan will all be focused on the scope of our programmatic areas.
These are health services delivery support, water hygiene and sanitation, education sponsorship,
vocational skills development, organizational development and income generation.
The health services delivery support program remained focused on ensuring target peoples’
access to quality health services through a number of strategies. These included engaging
stakeholders in health service delivery to consider all people inclusive of vulnerable ones in
accessing the services, making home visits and offer necessary counseling and guidance in a
diversity of concerns, and making referrals where applicable. The water and sanitation program
was focused on increasing peoples’ access to safe water. This was achieved to a certain extent
through sensitization meetings and constructing wells for the target communities. As for the
education support program this focused on ensuring that vulnerable children can access quality
education just like any other privileged child in the country. In this regard a number of children
received sponsorship and attended school throughout the three terms of the year. In the case of
the income generation program emphasis was put on ensuring that households of vulnerable
children and adults (especially PHAs) are enabled to establish and profitably operate income
generating ventures as these are meant for increasing their capacity to sustain life. In respect
thereof the organization itself established a chicken project which we intend to expand to at least
4000 layers in order to be able to enjoy economies of large scale. This initiative is also expected
to boost our capacity to provide startup capital to eligible beneficiaries.
In running our organization programs we encountered some challenges but we managed to
overcome them to a certain extent by adopting appropriate mitigation measures. This experience
gave us a lesson which will actually help us to mange future challenges. Some of the challenges
we encountered included an overwhelming number of vulnerable children who needed assistance
especially in terms of education sponsorship yet our financial resources were very much limited
and so we could not practically satisfy each and everyone’s sponsorship need. We were
constrained by lack of organization’s transport means in which case we were always dependent
on public transport to go and execute field work. This often caused un necessary delays in work
execution.
At this juncture I take this opportunity to thank all our donors, sponsors, partners, friends,
networks, and other categories of entities who in one way or another provided moral, material,
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technical and financial support that helped our organization to implement its programs. Without
your support we would not have been able to accomplish what we did. Thank you so much and
we look forward to continued networking and partnership in development.
May the Almighty God reward your efforts abundantly.

Derrick Luwaga
Executive Director
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
This annual report is a function of the organization’s experiences in its service delivery during
the year 2013. It focuses on program priorities inclusive of quality service delivery, advocacy,
information sharing, capacity building, resource mobilization, partnership building and
sustainability. These have been achieved to a great extent by employing key strategic
approaches including networking, local communities’ empowerment, stake holder participation
in program implementation process, and comprehensive monitoring and evaluation of projects
that are under the organization’s programs. The report covers a brief about the organization, the
achievements that were made under the different program areas, challenges which were
encountered and the various mitigation measures that were adopted, and then the planned
activities for the year 2014.
Our organization is operating in Wakiso district and focuses on five programmatic areas namely
health service delivery support, water hygiene and sanitation, education support, organizational
development and income generation.
The health service delivery support programmatic area focuses on community empowerment for
increased demand for health services especially the PHAs, OVCs, the Elderly and those whose
sexual orientation pre-exposes them to homophobic environment including denial of equal
opportunity to access health services in public facilities. Under the program KACCAD makes
advocacies for quality health services including the vulnerable and marginalized groups;
conducts outreaches to provide necessary counseling, care, material support and make referrals
where applicable; mobilizes financial resources for improvement of infrastructure of health
facilities like that of Bbira Health Center; provides facilities where public health activities like
mass immunization of children and women of reproductive age are carried and operates a
pharmacy where the public can access quality medicine at very affordable prices.
Under the water hygiene and sanitation programmatic area KACCAD conducts advocacies for
quality hygiene and sanitation, promotes community access to safe water, trains the target
communities in making hygiene and sanitation equipment including but not limited to latrine
covers, tippy taps, utensils drying racks, and train them in safe storage of drinking water and
preventive measures for common worms. The organization constructs spring and hand dug wells
for eligible communities in the operation area.
The education support programmatic area covers sourcing sponsors for the needy children under
our care, provision of scholastic materials to the eligible children, providing food to them and
other relevant items as we deem necessary depending on the specific needs of the recipient.
Under this program some children receive education support while studying at Faith Children
Foundation School yet other are sponsored while studying in other schools.
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The organizational development programmatic area is focused on building the capacity of the
organization to undertake its work effectively and efficiently. It focuses on staff capacity
building, staff welfare and staff retention, organizational strategic documents and policies,
fundraising, alliance building and membership development.
Under the income generation program KACCAD trains the target communities in various
vocational skills, helps them to identify their feasible and viable projects, provides startup capital
and regularly monitors them to ensure proper running of the income generating projects. In
addition, KACCAD itself runs its own income generating projects like chicken rearing and
piggery. This is done for sustainability purposes.
Under each of these programs we run certain projects as we deem necessary according to our
client needs, and we engage in various tailored activities depending on the nature of each project.
The following were the projects which we concurrently undertook in 2013:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chicken rearing project
Piggery project
Vocational skills development project
Student sponsorship project
HIV/AIDS prevention and care project
Water and sanitation improvement project

Activities accomplished during 2013 will be reported under respective programmatic areas.
Also, our organization runs a Volunteers scheme whereby individuals with various skills,
competencies and expertise are enrolled to enhance our staff’s service delivery efforts. Each
volunteer contributes some amount of money towards his/her sustenance during his/her stay with
us. We have been – and hope to continue – receiving international volunteers through the A
Broader View volunteers’ organization, which is a volunteer sourcing agency.
1.2 Vision
The organization’s vision is a situation whereby vulnerable communities in Wakiso district are
empowered and self sufficient with their health, education and income generation needs met.
1.3 Mission
KACCAD’s mission is to raise the standards of living of underprivileged people in Wakiso
district through the provision of HIV/AIDS and education support, vocational skills development
and startup capital for income generation.
1.4 Objectives
The following are the objectives of the organization:
1. To increase vulnerable peoples’ capacity to access health services in public health
facilities
2. To increase vulnerable children’s access to quality education
3. To promote quality water, hygiene and sanitation among target communities in the
organization’s operational area
9
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4. To cause socio-economic empowerment of target communities so as to enable them attain
better standards of living
5. To undertake capacity building initiatives for purposes of organization development
1.5 Core values
The organization adheres to the following core values in its service delivery:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transparency
Team work
Affirmative action
Respect for human dignity
Confidentiality
Gender sensitivity
Professionalism
Participation
Accountability
Reliability
Justice
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2.0 ACHIEVEMENTS MADE IN 2013
2.1 Health services delivery support program
The strategic goal of this program is to realize a situation whereby vulnerable groups of people
are enabled to readily access health services from public health facilities without any form of
marginalization and discrimination. The objectives were to promote access to health services
especially by the vulnerable people in communities in the areas where we operate; to provide
health infrastructure development support; to cause well coordinated outreaches; provide free
HIV counseling and testing and make referrals accordingly.
Under this program KACCAD was able to accomplish the following:
We conducted several sensitization meetings regarding demand for quality health services by the
vulnerable people. Also, we engaged local leadership in advocacy meetings in which we
advocated for non discriminative health service delivery in order to be accommodative of the
health concerns of the vulnerable people.
Our volunteers provided health education in local schools and Bbira Medical Center. Interns
from Kyambogo University, including KACCAD-sponsored student George Michael Luberenga,
worked together with KACCAD staff members Sam Musisi and Babirye Prossie for the success
of health education activities in local schools and Bbira Medical Center. The volunteers assisted
in the health education of pregnant women, including teen mothers who receive antenatal care
from Bbira Medical Center.
By increasing women’s understanding of preventative health care, KACCAD hopes to reach not
only women but their friends and families as well. In this way, KACCAD will increase
community health and reduce poverty by lowering family resources diverted to medical care.
The topics covered in health education sessions were: nutrition, hygiene and sanitation, intestinal
worms, and malaria control.
On the days that KACCAD volunteers offer health education classes, the number of mothers
coming to Bbira Medical Center for services tends to increase to more than 70. Testimonies
given by numerous mothers showed the relevancy of KACCAD’s volunteer participation. For
example, one teen mother by the name of Sylvia said, “I did not know that attending classes like
this one for health and nutrition is very important. It is even more important than waiting to see
the doctor for treatment, as it is cheaper to prevent than treat.”
Health education was also being offered home to home by KACCAD volunteers during
outreaches. By the end of 2013, the volunteers had conducted over 120 home visits to families
affected by HIV/AIDS. During those visits, KACCAD volunteers provided free counseling, food
items, shoes, soap and clothes to the target beneficiaries.
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2.2 Water, hygiene and sanitation program
The strategic goal of this program is to ensure that target communities have easy access to safe
water, observe quality hygiene and live in decent sanitation environment. The objectives are to
increase peoples’ awareness of the need for safe water, quality hygiene and sanitation; improve
vulnerable peoples’ access to safe water; promote quality hygiene among target communities and
promote decent sanitation within the target communities.
Under this program during 2013 we accomplished the following:
Two spring wells were developed with funds from The Cameron and Jane Baird Foundation.
Each of these wells serves estimated 500-840 families daily and at least 2-3 schools with
populations of 500-700+ children.
Before the support from The Cameron and Jane Baird Foundation, the water sources were
stagnant pools. Contaminants such as cholera, schistosomiasis, amoebic dysentery, and others
waterborne disease as well as animal and environmental waste products polluted these springs.
Poor toilet facilities and dumping in the gutters that lead to the valleys where natural springs are
found caused human as well as animal fecal contamination. Residents were suffering from
waterborne diseases especially during the rainy season when flooding causes severe water
contamination. Support from the Cameron and Jane Baird Foundation helped provide rural-based
community members clean water access.
Accessibility to clean water benefits people especially children, the elderly and people living
with terminal illness like HIV/AIDS. One example of the benefit of water safety improvements
is the effect clean water provision has on education. The time spent by children fetching water or
being sick with water-related diseases decreases the school enrolment and attendance of children,
especially girls. The water and sanitation interventions supported by The Cameron and Jane
Baird Foundation contributed to better health and education for local communities.
Even with the new wells, water and sanitation improvements continue to be greatly needed in
Wakiso District. With a population of approximately 1,260,900 people (2002 Population
Census), Wakiso District is one of the most densely populated and fastest growing areas of the
country. This growth presents significant challenges in the provision of safe water and sanitation
services. In some parishes of Wakiso District nearly 2,000 people are using one shared,
unprotected water source.
During the last quarter of the year the Executive Director of KACCAD, Mr. Derrick Luwaga,
was able to attend training by the Uganda Water and Sanitation NGO Network (UWASNET).
The emphasis of the training was solid waste management in Uganda. It was realized that the
challenges of waste management in Kampala are similar to those in Wakiso District. Derrick
plans to incorporate waste management techniques that he learned from the training in future
water and sanitation development projects.
At institutional level hygiene and sanitation have also been tackled at KACCAD home by
providing water tanks to serve the KRC and KVC which previously had no access to national
water services. The water tanks will work best in the rainy season for water harvesting. Apart
from having their own water tanks, KRC and KVC will now have their own water reserves on12
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site. This will be extremely beneficial in that it will allow for the pumping of water directly from
the reservoir using the water pump, thereby greatly reducing the cost of water. KACCAD would
like to thank Chris and Melanie Tebakin, former ABV volunteers, for this crucial support.
2.3 Education support program
The strategic goal of this program is to enable vulnerable children access quality education just
like any other children. The objectives include promoting sponsorship of the vulnerable children;
provision of a decent learning environment and provision of scholastic materials to needy
children.
During the year 2013 we were able to fulfill the following aspects:
We were able to secure sponsorship for vulnerable children. This sponsorship was offered by
friends of KACCAD that included Joel R Kurz, Ross Curtis, Graflund Sofia, Ida Norlin, Johhny
Tronsson, Margareta Elsabet Hogberg, With God’s Little Ones, Annet Westo, Arthur Elmorot,
Markus, Hollie, Nathan Kurz, Jimmy, Mark, Theresa Marquiz, Melanie and Christopher.
We provided decent learning environment for the vulnerable children by educating some of the
children in Faith Children Foundation School. However due to the ever increasing number of
needy children we intend to expand the sitting capacity by at least an additional 4 classrooms.
Also vulnerable children under our education support program were provided with relevant
scholastic materials as was deemed applicable to each needy child. KACCAD managed this
initiative with its affiliated Uganda-based Faith Children Foundation (FCF), an orphanage and
school that serves 187 OVCs from Wakiso District. During 2013 FCF received support from
KACCAD partners in development: A Broader View Volunteers (ABV), The Cameron and Jane
Baird Foundation and (WGLO), as well as from ABV former volunteers. Sarah Baird, Eva,
Jayme Ward and Kimberly Waichulis teamed up with ABV and donated $3,420 to FCF. Former
ABV volunteers, Hollie Lorentz (Canada) and Theresa Laroussi (Canada), worked with ABV to
purchase and collect scholastic materials and clothes for children at FCF as well as for Ugandan
community members. With these funds and in-kind donations, FCF was able to rent space for the
orphanage, pay teachers, and purchase shoes, uniforms, food and school supplies as well as
sports equipment for the children. Additionally, Hollie Lorentz, a former ABV volunteer and a
founding member of Project Bulenga (Canada), raised funds and materials to buy drums, sewing
machines and scholastic materials for FCF.
KACCAD also received a grant from the Wings of Support, a charity organization sponsored by
people who work in the airline industry. The grant was used to procure a 5 roomed house which
was renovated to become the dormitories for the pupils, and an administration office for the
orphanage. With the help of friends from Sweden, through Sophie Graflund Thronsson and her
family, the dormitory was equipped with 30 beds, mattresses and mosquito nets, making it more
comfortable and safe for the kids, from malaria.
ABV also donated funds to enable the children at FCF to have a Christmas and New Year’s party
in January this year. The donation was used to buy food, drinks and treats for the children and
their families and many people from the surrounding area. The FCF children performed
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traditional songs, dances and drama for their guests. The community members who attended the
event expressed deep thanks for the support given to OVCs by ABV and other partners.
Also, in 2013, the Good Hope Children’s Foundation received many gifts and equipment from
our friends and volunteers. Morgan Cepparo made donations of volleyballs, netballs and netball
poles as well as a school photo album. Hollie Lorentz, a former volunteer, brought school
supplies and sponsored a party for the children. Tyler Hulton bought science equipment, a
blackboard and geometry sets for the orphanage. A team of volunteers, Chris Tabakin and Mike
Bullick, plastered the walls of the classes and dormitories at Good Hpe. Frankie and Laurel
provided soccer balls, tennis balls, pencils, games for kids, grade one books, bracelet making
kits, and boxes of chalk. ABV volunteers also donated food and medical supplies.
2.4 Organizational development program
The strategic goal of this program is to build the capacity of the organization to be able to do its
work effectively and efficiently. Its objectives are to institute policy and strategic documents for
the organization; to promote membership development; promote partnership building and
improvement of fundraising strategies.
Under this program we managed to accomplish the following aspects:
Our staff received training in program and finance sustainability issues. We also held a
preliminary meeting to deliberate on potential contents of the next strategic plan that will cover
the period 2014 – 2017. However there is still need to convene another extra-ordinary meeting
purposely to deliberate on the strategic plan. As regards membership development we continue
to promote the cause for formation of KACCAD and introduce our goals and objectives to
potential new members. We feel that it is good to for one to make informed decision as to
whether to become a member of KACCAD or not. We extensively but carefully explain our
cause, point out the potential benefits of joining our membership and how one can participate
either directly or indirectly in promoting our organization’s objectives.
In the case of partnership building we established strong partnership with a number of
organizations a factor that helped us to be able to accomplish several tasks. Our partners included
the Cameron and Jane Baird Foundation, With God’s Little Ones, Wings of Support, Maine
Community Foundation, UWASNET, ABV Volunteers, Wakiso district Local Government,
Wakiso Sub County among others.
2.5 Income generation program
The strategic goal of this program is to empower target communities with necessary resources,
knowledge and skills so as to enable them operate profitable income generating activities for
their socio-economic advancement. The objectives of the program are: to empower target
communities with knowledge and skills of profitable operation of IGAs; to guide beneficiaries in
identifying and selecting viable IGAs; to provide startup capital to target beneficiaries and to
facilitate the target beneficiaries build strong linkages with other service providers, input
suppliers and market outlets.
During the year 2013 we managed to accomplish the following aspects under this program:
14
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We established a chicken rearing project of an average 300 layers although this requires
expansion to at least 4000 layers in order to enjoy economies of large scale and consequently to
realize greater impact/contribution of this project towards program sustainability
We setup and operated a piggery project however this requires reorganizing to match with the
current management technologies which are appropriate to local conditions.
We also conducted training in business skills, and during the sessions participants were advised
on reputable providers of user friendly credit finances and potential markets for their products
and services.

3.0 CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED AND MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED
Whereas the organization strived to provide solutions to target community’s needs a number of
issues crop up as challenges in service delivery:
3.1 Over whelming number of applicants for assistance
Many people wanted to obtain assistance from our organization yet our resources were very
limited. We managed this challenge by focusing on the neediest persons and building
partnerships with several donors who contributed a lot to financing many of the organizational
programs.
3.2 Lacking transport means
We have not yet acquired any motorcycle to facilitate staff transport to carry out field work.
Using public means pose challenges of delayed execution of tasks and related issues. To
overcome this we are trying to seek financial assistance from willing donors to enable us procure
at two motorcycles to facilitate our service delivery.
3.3 Inadequate training equipment
We lack modern training equipment which would improve our efficiency in conducting the
trainings. Since we are involved in training as one of our major organization activities we need to
have an overhead projector.
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3.4 Inadequate funds
We still lack adequate funds to finance our programs yet the established IGAs so far are
generating little income. Partnering with a diversity of donors has greatly helped us to manage
the challenge.

4.0 PLANS FOR 2014
We plan to accomplish the following aspects during the year 2014 if necessary resources become
available:
4.1 Development of the 2014 – 2016 Strategic Plan
It is the organization’s intention to develop a three-year strategic plan covering the period
beginning from 2014 to the end of 2016. This strategic plan will redefine the organization’s
focus, and streamline the organization’s priorities which are advocacy, information sharing,
resource mobilization, partnership building and capacity building. These priorities will be
achieved through adopting strategic approaches inclusive of but not limited to networking,
advocacy building and empowerment of local communities/groups.
The strategic plan will be expected to give the organization a new sense of direction as well as
dimension of experience. In addition to the strategic framework the strategic plan will provide a
ground for the development of resource mobilization strategy, marketing strategy, operational
and personnel policies, and a strong sense of responsibility and ownership. We plan to have a
highly participatory planning process involving the organization’s membership, key opinion
partners and other stakeholders as Management may deem necessary. The strategic plan is
intended to be the key resource/tool for coordination of the organization’s activities for the next
three years.
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4.2 Completion of Resource Center construction
As already mentioned there is need to complete the Resource Center construction so as to realize
increased facility space that will be used for facilitating volunteer services, conducting trainings,
holding Board meetings, holding workshops, carrying out mass immunization exercises and
renting out rooms which will be income generating initiatives thereby contributing to program
and finance sustainability for the organization. Also, by having all this space usable to implement
organization programs the money that would have been spent on hiring the facilities elsewhere
will instead be saved and used for other relevant program activities.

Front view of the completed Volunteer Center
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c
The Resoource Centerr that needs completion

4.3 Classsroom consttruction at FCFS
F
In order to
t be able to
o accommoddate the ever growing nuumber of neeedy children that benefit from
the educaational spon
nsorship proggram there is
i need to inncrease on thhe number of
o classroom
ms. In
the year 2014 if relevant resourrces becomee available we intend to
t construct at least fouur (4)
additionaal classroom
ms at Faith Children
C
Fooundation Scchool. We therefore
t
calll on our cuurrent
partners in
i developm
ment to assistt us first by making
m
contributions to this noble caause as they have
been doiing so in the
t
previous years, buut also enhaance our innitiatives in engaging other
developm
ment partners to join the support grouup in order to
t enable us realize our program
p
straategic
goal. Wee shall welco
ome contribuutions/assistaance in varioous forms – kind
k
or cash or otherwise.
4.4 Solarr energy insstallation
Realizingg the challen
nges which the two insstitutions – Bbira
B
Healthh Center annd Faith Chiildren
Foundatiion School – face in thhe course off running thheir operatioons, we plann to install solar
systems at
a each of th
hose facilitiess so that theyy can have electric
e
poweer supply all the time. Foor the
children this will help them to attend
a
their preps withoout lighting problems, conduct acaddemic
practicalss that requirre electric power supplyy and other related conccerns. For thhe health faacility
this will help the heealth staff too be able too attend to patients
p
even during nigght time wiithout
simply ussing torches or other cruude means off lighting.
4.5 Solarr lantern prrocurement
Having done
d
some piloting as regards the solar lantern innitiative andd used some questionnairres to
capture relevant
r
datta, we plan to refine our
o questionnnaires and continue with
w
solar laantern
distributiion to targeet beneficiarries. We allso intend to
t intensifyy sensitizatioon of the target
t
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beneficiaries to the effect that proper custody and maintenance of these solar lanterns is crucial
in view of their comparative advantage over what the beneficiaries have been using as lighting
means. To this effect we plan to conduct a series of sensitization meetings organized at village
level to ensure effective coverage for greater impact. This coming year 2014 if relevant resources
become available, we plan to procure at least one hundred (100) solar lanterns and then issue
them out to objectively identified and selected target beneficiaries.
4.6 Chicken project expansion
We have realized that operating a small population chicken project can only enable us to
demonstrate a few technologies to our target communities. However we have realized that we
need to go a mile further and increase on our bird population so as to be able to first of all realize
better economies of scale, but also attain capacity to provide startup capital to a greater number
of beneficiaries since we shall be getting more income. We even plan to run a revolving poultry
scheme whereby target beneficiaries will be getting startup breeding stock after which they will
be required to return a specific amount of money to be used to procure startup chicken stocks for
subsequent beneficiaries in the program area. Our targeted expansion is aiming at having a total
of 4000 layers, in which case we project to attain a daily production level of about 3800 eggs
basing on a 95% chicken survival rate. This will expected to generate a daily gross income of
about UGX 760,000.
4.7 Child sponsorship
This is an ongoing initiative and we hope it will continue as we also continue to build more
partnerships and sourcing more willing donors to provide assistance to vulnerable children so
that they are able to obtain the necessary education. We also feel that by engaging in big income
generating projects like that of chicken rearing we shall be able to have reasonable amount of
money to finance much of the organization’s program activities. During the year 2014 we
anticipate to secure education sponsorship for at least an additional 150 children if necessary
resources become available. Some of these beneficiaries will be receiving their education at Faith
Children Foundation School while others will be sponsored at various schools where they are
receiving their education. Given the prevailing economic situation in the country and cost of
living we estimate that each target beneficiary will require sponsorship of about UGX 800,000
per term for three terms a year.
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Sponsoreed children display
d
bookks given to thhem for educcation suppoort

4.8 Vocaational skillss developmeent
We apprreciate the potential of
o vocationnal skills inn socio-econnomic deveelopment off the
communiities and to this
t effect we
w plan to suubject our prrograms targget beneficiarries to a seriies of
diversifieed vocationaal skills trainning so as to enable them
m become seelf reliant in the long runn. We
feel that empowerin
ng the targeet beneficiarries with rellevant skillss coupled with
w
provisioon of
startup caapital will grreatly help thhem to become self sustaining in theeir lives.
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Particcipants learnning how to make
m
briqueettes during a vocation trraining sessiion

During 2014
2
we plan
n to train ouur program beneficiaries
b
s in te follow
wing vocatioonal skills am
mong
other thinngs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liquid soap making
L
m
B
Business
estaablishment
Profitable chiicken rearingg
Fruit juice maaking
T
Tomato
saucee making
Jaam making
C
Crisps
makin
ng
C
Candle
makin
ng
B
Brick
making
g
C
Charcoal
mak
king
Soya milk maaking
H
Herbal
pesticide making
C
Compost
man
nure makingg
C
Craft
making
W
Weaving
Solid waste reecycling
M
Mushroom
prroduction

4.9 Consstruction of spring wellls
We appreeciate the im
mportance off a communnity having easy
e
access to
t safe wateer for a varieety of
uses. Whhereas we haave construccted some wells in somee locations inn Wakiso diistrict we feeel the
coveragee is still inaadequate. To this effecct we plan to construcct more wellls so that more
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communiities can hav
ve access to safe water for
f their houssehold use. We
W anticipatte constructiing at
least 10 wells
w
during 2014.

A child washing
w
a pla
ate at a prottected springg well constrructed by ourr organizatioon

4.9a HIV
V/AIDS serv
vice deliveryy
Realizingg that HIV//AIDS is still a seriouss threat to human kindd and moree so to the local
communiities where we operate, there is neeed to continnue with HIV
V/AIDS preevention andd care
support initiatives
i
so
o as to be abble to save thhe situation. In this regaard we plan to
t reach outt to at
least 20000 household
ds of PHAs by the endd of the yearr. We intendd to organizze VCT sesssions,
make hoome visits to
o check on PHAs and provide neecessary couunseling andd other form
ms of
assistancce, make refeerrals wheree applicable, partner withh relevant deevelopment donors to soource
condomss for provisiion to the seexually activve youths, inntensify absstinence advvocacies andd safe
behaviouural habits an
nd provide material
m
assisstance as ressources become availablee.
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Women of
o reproductiive age attennding a mateernal and chhild care traiining sessionn

5.0 CON
NCLUSION
The yearr has been a challengingg one in term
ms of prograam activity execution.
e
H
However
we have
managedd to overcom
me many off the hasslee we encounntered and we manageed to achievve all
outcomess mentioned
d in this repport. As we enter 20144 we appreciate the fact that sociall and
economicc situationss are dynam
mic and wee need to be
b preparedd well in advance
a
forr any
implemenntation even
ntualities. We
W however believe thatt by adherinng to the neew strategic plan
which wee are going to develop and
a by contiinuing to buuild strong development
d
partnerships and
networkiing with objeectively idenntified entitiies we shall definitely go
g through 2014 with suuccess
in our proograms.
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